










STEREC> IIVIAGE 

EXPANDER 
Add an extra dimension to your recorded music with this Stereo Image 

Expander. Build it and hear what you've been missing. 

Part 2 IN THE FIRST PART OF 

thjs article, we looked 
at the theory behind the Stereo Image 
Expander. This time we'll apply what 
we've learned and build our own. 

Assembly 
A foil pattern for the expander PC

board is shown in Fig. 11, and a parts 
placement diagram in Fig. 12. Figure 13 
will also help you in completing the 
board. Some of the instructions here per
tain specifically to the parts supplied with 
the kit available from the supplier in
dicated in the Parts List, but may also be 
applicable to you if you're building from 
scratch. 

Pin 1 of each IC is indicated by an 
indented dot and all but IC5 are mounted 
with pin I facing towards the rear of the 
board. The bucket-brigade device, IC6, 
is subject to damage from static charge
it's a good idea to be sure that you are 
grounded before handling it. The use of 
IC sockets is recommended. 

The BBD, incidentally, can be either 
an SAD512 or SADl 024--the pinouts 
are identical . The SAD 1024 contains two 
SAD512's, and one of them will simply 
not be used. 

Be sure to observe the polarities of the 
electrolytic capacitors and diodes . Note 
that regulators IC1 and IC2 are mounted 

JOEL COHEN 

with their center leads bent back toward 
the curved part of the package, while the 
transistors they resemble have their cen
ter leads bent slightly forward, toward the 
flat sides of the packages. Don't forget 
the two jumpers shown in the parts place
ment diagram. 

The transformer must be installed with 
pins 1 and 2 toward the rear of the board. 
Bend the two mounting tabs away from 
the transformer and solder them to the foil 
side of the board. If you are using the 
phono jacks provided by the supplier 
shown in the Part List, cut off the plastic 
tabs at their rear comers before attaching 
them and be sure they are firmly seated 
parallel to the board before soldering. The 
switch bodies must be spaced .093-inch 
above the top of the board if the cabinet 
supplied with the kit is used . If the switch
es do not have shoulders on their mount
ing pins, use three plastic spacers over the 
pins at the front of S3 and the rear of S 1 
and S2. Be sure the switches and IMAGE 

control are seated parallel to the board so 
they will fit into the holes in the chassis. 

To mount the LED, bend its leads at a 
90° angle while holding it towards you 
with the anode lead on your right. Solder 
it in so that the bend is Yz-inch above the 
top of the board. Install the completed 
board in its enclosure, and attach the line 
cord. Be careful of stray strands of wire, 

especially near the grounded board
mounting screw at the rear corner. 

Alignment 
Only one adjustment is required; the 

BBD bias which is set by R7. There is 
about a 2-volt window for signals to pass 
through the BBD and the bias is set for the 
center of that range so that the maximum 
peak-to-peak signal can pass through 
without clipping. There is enough head
room in the design of the expander to 
allow for individual IC variations if the 
bias is simply set to +3.5 volts. 

If you want to "fine tune" the ex
pander, apply about 1.5-volts RMS at 1 
kHz to just the left input and observe the 
waveform present at jumper J 1. If the bias 
is too high, the top of the sinew ave will be 
clipped; if it's too low, the bottom will be 
clipped. At the optimum setting the wave
form will be just slightly clipped at both 
top and bottom. 

Rooms and loudspeakers 
While most of us would find it difficult 

to tell the difference between one ampli
fier and another by ear, we all know that 
different speaker-systems have different 
qualities and that the sound from a par
ticular system can vary depending on 
where it is located in a room. Most of the 
sound energy reaching our ears comes not 
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~-----------------6-5/8 INCHES-----------------~ 

FIG. 11-STEREO IMAGE EXPANDER is constructed on single-sided PC board. The use of IC 
sockets is recommended. 

directly from the speakers, but from 
secondary reflections of the sound from 
the walls, floor, and ceiling. The frequen
cy response of that sound energy is 
shaped by the absorption characteristics 
of the surface it reflects from . The stereo 
image, however, is formed entirely by the 
first-arrival sound traveling directly from 
the loudspeakers to our ears. 

Several conditions are needed for a 
good stereo image, and they are the same 
whether that image is expanded or not. 
First, the listening position must be the 
same distance from each speaker so that 
each ear hears its own speaker first. It is 
also helpful to point the speakers in 
toward the listening position. Second, the 
first-arrival sound from the speakers 
should precede the arrival of the first re
flected sound by as long a time as prac
tical , with one or two milliseconds being 
the minimum. That usually requires that 
the speakers be two feet or more from any 
wall or large piece of furniture and no 
more than I 0 or 12 feet from the listening 
position. Third, the two speakers should 
be separated by an angle of 40°; that is, an 
imaginery line drawn to each speaker 
should form a 20° angle with one drawn 
from the listener to a point directly be
tween them. That means that the distance 
between the centers of the two speakers 
should be 7/10 of the distance from each 
speaker to the listening position. Fourth, 
the speakers must be connected in phase. 
The easiest way to test that once they are 
positioned is to tune in some FM intersta
tion hiss or a monophonic program. If the 

PARTS LIST 
All resistors V4-watt, 5%, unless otherwise IC2-LM320L 15, 15-volt negative regulator 

specified IC3, IC4-MC4558 dual op-amp 
R1 , R6, R14, R16, R17-1000 ohms IC5-CD4049 CMOS hex inverter 
R2, R4, R25, R26, R30, R31-100,000 ohms IC6-SAD512 or SAD1024 N-channel 
R3, R5-47,000 ohms bucket-brigade device (Reticon. Also 
R7, R15, R23, R24, R27-R29-20,000 ohms Radio Shack 276-1761 .) (See text.) 
R3, R5-47,000 ohms 01, Q2-2N2222, 2N3904 or similar 
R7, R15, R23, R24, R27-R29-20,000 ohms D1-D4-1N4002 or 1N4003 
R8-100,000 ohms, PC-mount potentiom- LED1-jumbo red LED 

eter T1-35 volts, center-tapped, PC-mount 
R9, R13-4.7 ohms (Dale Pl-12-09 or similar) 
R10, R2Q, R22, R34-4700 ohms S1-S3-pushbutton switch assembly: 3 
R11- 100 ohms DPDT or 1 DPDT, 2 4PDT (Schadow F-
R12-2000 ohms series or Centralab PB20-series) 
R18, R19--10,000 ohms J1-J8-RCA-type phono jack, right-angle 
R21-100,000 ohms, potentiometer, PC-mount 

audio taper Miscellaneous: PC board, IC sockets, en-
R32, R33-390 ohms closure, line cord, strain relief, hardware, 
Capacitors etc. 
C1, C2-470 ,.,F, 35 volts, electrolytic The following are available from Sound 
C3, C4, C6-C8, C12-0.1 ,.,F, ceramic disc Concepts, Inc., P.O. Box 135, Brookline, 
C5-47 ,.,F, 16 volts, electrolytic MA 02146: assembled and tested IR2200 
C9, C17, C18-0.01 ,.,F, axial ceramic or stereo image expander, $169.00; kit of all 

ceramic disc parts (KIR-1), $95.00; PC board (KIR-2), 
C10, C13, C16-10 ,.,F, 16 volts, electrolytic $16.00; T1 (KIR-3), $7.50; all pots, knobs, 
C11-100 pF, axial ce.ramic or ceramic switches and jacks (KIR-4), $12.50; all 

disc semiconductors and sockets for them 
C14- 390 pF, axial ceramic or ceramic (KIR-5), $19.00. Please add $2.00 for 

disc shipping and handling; MA residents add 
C15-1500 pF, axial ceramic or ceramic 5% sales tax. If at all possible give street 

disc address for UPS delivery. Please add 
Semiconductors 10% ($5.00 minimum) for parcel post out-
iC1- LM340L 15, 15-volt positive regulator side contintental U.S.A. 

speakers are in phase the sound will 
appear to come from a point directly be
tween them. If they are out of phase, it 
will seem to come from the sides, or from 
each speaker individually . If the apparent 

source is diffuse, the speakers should be 
repositioned as described above and 
again checked for phasing. 

Finally, the speakers themselves must 
produce a sharp coherent wavefront. 



LED1 

FIG. 12-PROVISION IS MADE for mounting right-angle input and output jacks directly on 
board. 

Two- and three-way speaker systems 
with a single in-line vertical array of driv
ers usually work best. Omnidirectional 
speakers, or those with multiple drivers 
covering the same frequency range, can
not create as sharply focused an image. 

You can actually check all this out be
fore trying an image enhancer. Using a 
mono signal to get a tightly focused single 
sound-source located between the speak
ers is the best and easiest way to judge the 
imaging capability of your speakers in 
your listening room. Once you are set up 
correctly, you will probably be impressed 
with how much better your stereo system 
sounds--even without expansion. 

Installation and use 
The stereo image expander is intended 

to be connected in the tape-monitor loop 
of your preamplifier or receiver. Provi
sion is made in the expander for connect
ing a tape recorder. The recorder can be 
used in the normal manner when the pre
amp's tape-monitor switch is on and S I of 
the expander is in the TAPE position. Im
age-enhanced tapes that can be played 
back without the expander can be made 
when S3 is in the REC position . You 
should never haveS I and S3 pushed in at 
the same time since that effectively con
nects the recorder's output back to its 
input. 

The recorder-output jacks from your 
receiver or preamp should be connected 
tO the INPUT FROM PREAMP jacks, J] and 

FIG. 13-NOTE HOW LED is mounted above 
the board, not flush with it. All components 
including transformer and switches, are sol
dered to board. 

J3, on the expander and the OUTPUT TO 

PREAMP jacks, J6 and J8, to your tape
input or tape-monitor jacks. The expand
er's TAPE OUTPUT jacks, J5 and J7, are 
connected to the line-input jacks on the 
recorder and its line-output jacks con
nected back to the TAPE INPUT jacks, J2 
and J4, on the expander. 

If you are using two tape-loops and two 
recorders, place the expander in loop 2. 
To play unenhanced tapes through the 
expander, use the tape-monitor switch 
corresponding to the loop the recorder is 
in . With S I in the TAPE position, the sig
nal comes directly from the recorder con
nected to the expander, and in the souRcE 

position the signal is supplied by the re
ceiver or preamp. If the expander is in 
loop 2 and you want to listen to the re
corder in loop I , either engage both tape 
monitor switches or-if you have them
the TAPE MONITOR 2 and DUB l TO 2 

switches on the preamp or receiver. 
If you have other signal processors in 

your system the expander should be the 
last one in the chain so that there is a 
minimum loss of phase integrity . If, for 
example , you already have an equalizer in 
your tape loop with a recorder plugged 
into it, plug the expander into the equaliz
er's tape jacks and the recorder into the 
expander's tape jacks. The expander can 
also be connected to the external
processor loop or between the preamp and 
power amp if you don't wish to use it for 
recording. 

Listening 
Before you make a critical evaluation 

of the stereo image expander's capabilit
ies, make sure your system is set up as 
described earlier. Start with a record or 
tape of a good live or concert hall per
formance, preferably of a large orchestral 
work so you have a realistic frame of 
reference. (Most of the recent Tel arc rec
ords have excellent imaging.) You may 
want to turn up the image level slightly 
with some other records , particularly 
those that were originally recorded using 
multiple-mike techniques and whose 

continued on page 91 
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STEREO IMAGE EXPANDER 
continued from page 65 

stereo effect comes primarily from the 
studio's mixer-board. You can " AlB" 
the effect with the oN/OFF switch. 

The majority of studio r~cordings are 
made from a mix of simultaneous "dry" 
sources and create an artificial image 
based on intensity differences between 
channels rather than on time and phase 
information. Even so, most of them will 
open up and sound more spacious-the 
speakers will become ''transparent.'' 
Some recordings will do fascinating
and frequently spectacular-things when 
turned loose by the expander. Try any of 
Pink Floyd's or Tomita's releases to real
ly put the expander through its paces. 

Background reading 
The first mention of loudspeaker 

crosscoupling and its effects appeared in a 
paper given by B.B. Bauer to the AES in 
1961 . A detailed exploration of the prob
lem, a solution and test results appear in 
an article entitled: 

"Head related two channel 
stereophony with loudspeaker 
reproduction" by P. Damaske, pp. 
11 09 to 1115 of the Journal of the 
Acoustic Society of America, Vol. 
50, No. 4, Part 2, 1972 R-E 

Lancaster. PA 17601 

0 Free Info. Pack 0 Organ 0 Piano 
0 Catalog & Demo Record 1enC1ose S6; 
Name ________________________________ _ 

Address---------------------------------

C1ty ---------------- State _____ Zip ____ __ 

Phone( ___ \ 

Rep inquiries invited 

CIRCLE 51 ON FREE INFORMATION CARP 

ARIES ZERO~ 
INSERTION ~"" 
FORCE ""'-....~ 
SOCKETS -

RESISTOR ASSORTMENT 82508 - 700 pes 11 each below assort'd 1 $22.50 
Stock No. 82501 10 ea. of 10.12·15~18·22·27·33·39-47·56 OHM 

13.95 ••en 
Stock No. 83502 10 ea. of 88-82·1 Q0.120.1S0.180-220.27Q-33Q.390 OHM for any 
Stock No. 8250310 ea. of 47().560·680-820·1 K·1.2K·1 .5K:1.8K·2.2K·2. 7 OHM assortment 

Stock No. 8250410 ea. of 3 .3K·3 .9K·4.7K·5 .6K·6.8K·8.2K·10K·12K·15K·18K OHM 

Stock No. 8250510 ea. of 22K-27K·33K·39K-47K·56K·68K·82K· 1 OOK· 120K OHM 

~~:E ~ 
SOCKETS 
Tin plated phosphor 
bronze contact - 3 wrap 

mow""""~ SOCKETS 
rn plated phosphor 
bronze contact pins 
with gas tight seal. 

Stock cam actuated, true zero insertion 
- tin plated solder ta11 ptns 
capable of bemg plugged tnto 
dtp sockets, tncluding wire wrap. 

Stock No. 82506 10 ••· of 150K·180K·220K·270K·330K·390K·470K·560K·680K· 820K-0HM 
Stock No. 82507 10 ea. of tM·1 .2M·1 .5M·1 .8M·2.2M·2.7M·3.3M·3.9M·4.7M·5.6M·Oio1M 

Stock 
No. No Ptns 1·24 25 100 No. 

11201 
No Ptns 1·24 25 100 

$.15 1.13 1.12 11301 
11302 
11303 
11304 
11305 
11308 
11307 
11308 
11309 

8 s .45. .40. .38 
11202 

8 
.15 .14 

WILD ROVER 80/40 ROSIN CORE SOLDER ~ 
14 .68 .59 .54 14 .18 

Touch sw•tch capsule. Stock Length Weight '-
HS . 72 .64 .58 11203 10 .21 .18 .10 

Stock No 
O.perating motion •s .005"" w•.lh.out the@)} No D•• (fMII (o~ I Price 

18 .82 .73 .68 11204 18 .24 .21 .19 
No. Pins 1·24 25 50 

11055 24 '4.35 13.90 13.60 use of a levered arm. Extremely fast on ~ 50075 062 9 1 5 13 28 
20 1.11 .99 .90 11205 20 .27 .24 .21 

and off with low noise. Normally open - 500715 062 25 4 4 36 
22 1 .26 1 .12 1.02 11208 22 .30 .28 .23 

1105& 28 4 .50 4 .05 3.75 rated 11 5 VAG. 1.6 amp-30 mllhohm re· 50077 062 50 e 6 02 24 1.41 1.25 1.14 11207 24 .33 .30 .25 
11057 40 5 .95 5.35 4 .95 ststance- .615 radius by .160 thick. 50078 032 33 1 5 4 oe • 28 1.71 1 .52 1 .38 11208 28 .38 .34 .29 
11058 64 10.50 9 .45 8 .70 Stock No. 1-g 10 25 50079 032 88 5 4 5 16 40 2.31 2 .05 1 .88 11208 40 .53 .45 .40 

12(Kl8 $1 .28 $1 12 s 95 50080- .032 175 8 6.82 

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES - DC/DC CONVERTERS 
SINTEC Elf'AC Input Ot.ltp...t ()utp...t Dl-•lon• 

Stock No. No. Vobge Voa..e- Cur....t !H•W•OJ 
:KIO IIW T~ (VOCI (VOC) (11"1 Ill Inc: lito• l"'""c• 

C83801 3 .0.7.0 12:1:0.8 0.25 ....... 5h3.05 S 7.115 
C83811 3 .0.7.0 - 12:1:0 .• 
C83802 3 .0.7.0 15:1:0.7 o-:zo 
CB3812 3.0.7.0 - 1S:t:0.7 0.20 
CS380o' 3.0.7.0 28:1:0.7 
C83814 3.0.7.0 - 28:l"0.7 

...... 5h3.0S 1.115 
.481.51•3.05 1.115 
........ 5113.05 
...... 5113.05 
..... 51•3.05 

.• 5111 .2•1.11 

Stock No . 13101 - "F ioppy Dl•c" 
13832 CL3811 4 .0.7.0 - 12:1:0:8 .85h1 .211 .11 

:~:ce:es•~=;~Yrl~=~ $1 09~ 
13833A Cl3802 4 .0.7.0 15:1:0.7 .851•1.2•1.11 
1~ CL3812 4.0.7.0 - 15:1:0.7 .85h1.2•1 .11 
13835 CL3S04 4 .0.7.0 28:1:1.4 .85h1.2•1.11 511.115 
138-38 Cl3814 4 .0.7.0 - 28:1:1.4 50 85111 .211 .77 5tUI5 

13825-1 DATA SHEIET FOR DC/DC CONVERTERS . . . . ... 25 

ELPAC POWER SUPPLIES- SOLV SERIES FULLY REGULATED . _ .. i SINTEC £LPII.C O...tpu1 Cu,..ort 
stodl. No. f'lll1 No. Vott.ge "-tint 

13802 SQi.\115-& 5 3 .0A 
131103 SOL\1115-12 12 1.5A 
13804 SOlV115-15 15 1.2A 
1:&801i SOt.Vt&-24 24 0 .75A 
1:&801i SOLV»5 5 8 .0A 
13801 SOlV»12 12 4 .0A 
13810 SOLV3c>15 15 3.3A 
1381 2 S0t.V»24 24 2.0A 
13802·1 Delli ~!tor SOlV s.n .. . 

HUNTER TOOLS 

Olm•nMn• 
(HIWIDJ 
l!)lnchn 

4•7/1 .... 12 
4-7!te .... 2 
4-7118 ... •2 
4·711 .... 12 
&-5/ell4·71813-3/18 
5-5/8114-7taa3·311CI 
5-5/el4-718•3-3/1e 
5·5/h4·718•3-3118 

ov• 
Fl•.cllnc:lud.cl .311.11S 
Fll.cllnc:lua.ct 311.115 
Fll.cllnc:h.o.d 311.115 
Fl1ed Included 311.115 
- OYfL4 511.115 

OVN 511.115 
OVP.4 511.115 

511.115 

Spec1al of the Monthl I DIGITALMULTIMETER 
Large easy to read .5" 3% digit 
display·200 hours operating 
life with single 9v alkaline bat· 
tery-low battery+ polarity indi· 

~1f~"o"h~~'bdu~~i~c"v!.?t~ 
Stock No. Diode and transistor junction 
02501 check in c ircuit) $49 95 
$54 95 ~~2No. • 

• K•l Form. w1th tnst ruc t•ons 

PIN FORMING TOOL ~ ~ 
puts IC's on their true row to row spacing. One 
side is for .300 centers, FliptOQI over for devices 
on .600 centers. Put device in tool and 
squeeze. 

ONE TOOL DOES 8 Thru 40 PINS! 

Stock No.11059 $12.95 

d 8 Blades, sizes .050. 1 /16"'. 
5/16"". 3/32". 7/64"". 1/8", 
9/64"". 5/32"' 

7 most popular sizes -
3/16", 7/32'", t /4". 9/32", 
5/1 6" . 11/32". 3/8" 

CRIMPS #10 - #24 wire 
STRIPS solid # 12·22 and 
stranded # 14·24 
SCREW CUTTER for 6 
most common screw sizes 

THE PIKE CUTTER and PLIERS 
~KNO. $3.45 Nutdrlver Kit f.:?81K NO. $21 • 95 5 in 1 Tool r.&f.,KNO. $12.95 

MODUTEC 
Mlniclamp AC Volt-Ammeter 
allows singling one conductor out of 
many without disarrangement. 
~ Stock No. AC Amperes Price 

;,);:u--.;i"""$gg." 13730 0.25A S39.SO 
~ --~~'~ 13731 Q.-SOA 39.50 
~ 13732 Q.-100A 39.50 

ACCESSORY LINE SPLITTER 
allows fast readings of AC power con· 
sumption of plug in eQuipment with· 
out separation of leads. 

Stock No. 13727 $9.95 
POCKET SIZED 
BATTERY TESTER 
for all types of small batteries from 

1.35v tosi!~No.13733 $13,95 

VOLT+CATOR 
automotive diagnostic meter plugs 
into lighter socket and indicates bat
tery condition and charging rates. 

Stock No. 13738 $1 2, 95 
AC VOLTAGE TESTER 
plugs into any 11 Ov service recept· 
able to check time voltage over 5Q-

t50VA~ock No. 13735 $9.95 
VOM-MUL TITESTEA 
versatile Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter in 

small P~:~:o. 13728 $1 3, 95 

SINTEC DrawerOM1Iford ~ TOLLS00-526-5960 """ "'"' '"'' " 
co. NJ 08848-9990 ~-~-~ U FREE inNJ(201)996·4093 " ' ' " ')(''" " 

CIRCLE 27 ON FREE INFORMATION CARD 
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LETIERS 

continued from page 22 

ing!) had to be passed up, in order for me to 
succeedwith those I had already selected as 
primary for me. 

So, the occasional overview of computer 
technology and markets in your magazine is 
welcome as general information, but I would 
not like to see heavy emphasis on computer 
circuitry and accessories. The other maga
zines can serve that need. Finally, we will all 
have one clear choice in hobby and business 
electronics reading. 
STEPHEN F. WILLEY 
Sandpoint, 10 

STEREO IMAGE EXPANDER 

am surprised that the two-part article, 
"Stereo Image Expander," by Joel Cohen 
(Radio-Electronics, June and September 
1982) has not generated more comment in 
your letters department. 

I decided to build the image expander, and 
am I ever glad! Over the years, I have tried to 
put as little between my ears and the source 
music as possible, concentrating on obtain
ing the best speaker systems that I could 
afford. 

Without doubt, next to good speakers, the 
stereo image expander is the most important 
component in my system; the improvment in 
detail and clarity, the general sense of "being 
there" is just awesome! I have used the im
age expander with Infinity Monitor /Ia's and 
with Sander's Electrostatics, with excellent 
results. Naturally, the sonic effect is most 
realistic with the Electrostatics. I can 
wholeheartedly recommend Mr. Cohen's de
vice to any serious music listener. 

One word of caution: In the article, Mr. 
Cohen explains the importance of carefully 
determining the optimum speaker placement 
for best stereo image, even without his de
vice. That very important step must not be 
skipped over if the full potential of the stereo 
image expander is to be realized. 

Thank you for an outstanding construction 
project and a fine magazine, and don't let the 
anti-computer people scare you off! I built the 
Mark 8 successfully in 197 4 and enjoy the 
broad spectrum of your projects. 
PAUL FARR 
Olivenhain, CA 

ACTIVE ANTENNAS 

I much appreciate the compact and un
derstandable editing you have done on the 
VLF Active Antenna articles so far. However, 
there are some nit-picking problems in label
ing and reference to figures in the March 
1983 Radio-Electronics. Figure 5 on page 
67 is not labeled, so the references on page 
72 are in error. Figure 5 should be labeled: 

Sa-450kHz lowpass filter 
Sb--1 OOkHz series tuned (Loran-C) 
5c-60kHz series tuned (WWVB) 
Sd-180 kHz parallel tuned (high Q) 
Se-180 kHz lowpass filter 
Perhaps that could be corrected in a future 

article or note? There is also a minor error in 
Figure 3. The arrows pointing to the lines 
should be labeled f1 - 12 and 2f2- f1. That is 
because those lines refer to the magnitude of 

the respective 2nd and 3rd order terms at that 
point , which, by definition, are the terms 
fi - f2 and 2f2 - f1 for that example. 

I plan to have some circuit boards and the 
J31 0 JFET but no other parts available by 
about April 1st; if any interest develops, I 
have had correspondence already from 
some of my friends in the Longwave Club of 
America regarding the first article in your Feb
ruary 1983 issue. So, thanks again for the 
editing and effort of your staff here. 
R.W. BURHANS 
Athens, OH 

R/C SERVOS 
I just finished reading the article, "How To 

Interface RIC Servos" in the February 1983 
Radio-Electronics. It gave me the idea to 
build a computer-controlled robot arm that 
can be programmed to move in a precise 

fashion pattern. 
The application is for a motion-control cam

era system. My problem is that I need a sim
ple way to program the movement of the ser
vos. The only idea I have is to use the same 
system that Disney uses on their audio
anamatronics. That is: When they want to 
move an arm, they set it to one extreme of 
movement and set that position in memory. 
Then they move it to the other extreme and 
set that in memory. When they hit the RUN 

button, the arm moves smoothly from one 
extreme to the other. 

Another way that I've heard it is done is to 
move the arm through its pattern manually; 
and the computer "remembers" the pattern. 
Do you know how either system works and/or 
an easy way to program a certain pattern in a 
servo-controlled arm? I would greatly 
appreciate your help. 
RONALD VEDERAME R-E 

STUDIO SPEC™ MAGNIFIER LAMP 

ORDER NO. 
MX114 

AT ss9.95 YOU 
CAN'T AFFORD TO 
BE WITHOUT IT 
This quality all-metal construction 
UL recognized lamp uses a standard 
22 W fluorescent circline bulb (the 
bulb is included!) . Features of this 
great buy include a polished, dis
tortion-free glass magnifier (X3); a 
4-way, all metal clamp bracket; a 
full 45" reach. The lamp is available 
in two colors: Ivory or chocolate 
brown. 
You must agree, it's a steal at only 
$59.95 ea. (plus shipping). If you 
buy 5 or more, it's only $54.95 (plus 
shipping). Order No. MX114. 
Shipping is only $5.00 ea. in the 
continental USA . 

'-----"-""'"'""" .... ·,_,....., SPECIAL BONUS! If you buy one or more of the 
magnifier lamps, you can get our LTS103 bench lamp for only $10.95 ea. 
(plus $2.80 ea. shipping). The LTS103 is UL listed to 100 W, utilizes a 
porcelain socket, and includes mounting brackets. 

0 .. " To Order Call Toll Free Q\ • (800) 423-5336 
~ ~ . Calif. Toll Free 

s.bsgL~,Q~l~§ . . .· (8oo) ~o~a~-3663 
"OUR SERVICE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE" (213) 701-5848 
18215 Parthenia Street, Northridge, CA 91325 

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
QTY ORDER NO. COWR PRICE SHIPPING EXT 

85-MX114 $59.95' $5.00 

85-LTS103 10.95 2.80 

85-MX115-FL 5.95 2.00 

*Only $54.95 for 5 or more TOTAL 

Credit Card # Exp. Date 

Name (Please print) 

Signature 
...................•••••.•••....................••••.••.•........•. 
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